ACROSS
8 Earth is good and spherical (6)
9 Massive deficit in fuel (8)
10 Boss’ horse farm (4)
11 Mad reason for moving from place to place (10)
12 Miserly person to keep cash at resort (10)
14 Eats out where the sun rises (4)
15 Cork hats back to front (7)
17 It’s a man about to show staying power (7)
19 Endure grizzly beast (4)
21 Bet local work’s awkward without Al in office building (5,5)
24 Boy around wood loves toy weapon (3-7)
26 Sound sense required to find location (4)
27 Plane to act like a dragon? (8)
28 Way setter goes around (6)

DOWN
1 Intertwine wool around model, note (8)
2 Doctor eaten by fish on Arctic landscape (6)
3 Social security needed during growth of teenager (10)
4 Two accountants climbing, one on a tropical shrub (6)
5 The best fruit (4)
6 Is mother confused by line on map (8)
7 Defers signals, we hear (6)
13 Go in and lever open, a bold venture (10)
16 Traipse off holding a leech (8)
18 The finer points of agreeable neckwear (8)
20 Former European politician takes time to be excused (6)
22 In the snow I therefore dry up and waste away (6)
23 Shine, given unexpected result (6)
25 Fail to include, so order it (4)